Abstract. The issue of how to experimentally evaluate information extraction (IE) systems has received hardly any satisfactory solution in the literature. In this paper we propose a novel evaluation model for IE and argue that, among others, it allows (i) a correct appreciation of the degree of overlap between predicted and true segments, and (ii) a fair evaluation of the ability of a system to correctly identify segment boundaries. We describe the properties of this models, also by presenting the result of a re-evaluation of the results of the CoNLL'03 and CoNLL'02 Shared Tasks on Named Entity Extraction.
Introduction
The issue of how to measure the effectiveness of information extraction (IE) systems has received little attention, and hardly any definitive answer, in the literature. A recent review paper on the evaluation of IE systems [1] , while discussing in detail other undoubtedly important evaluation issues (such as datasets, training set / test set splits, and evaluation campaigns), devotes surprisingly little space to discussing the mathematical measures used in evaluating IE systems; and the same happens for a recent survey on information extraction methods and systems [2] . That the issue is far from solved is witnessed by a long discussion 1 , appeared on a popular NLP-related blog, in which prominent members of the NLP community voice their discontent with the evaluation measures currently used in the IE literature, and come to the conclusion that no satisfactory measure has been found yet.
The lack of agreement on an evaluation measure for IE has several negative consequences. The first is that we do not have an agreed way to compare different IE techniques on shared benchmarks, which in itself is a hindrance to the progress of the discipline. The second is that, since IE is usually tackled via machine learning techniques, we do not have an agreed measure that learning algorithms based on explicit loss minimization can optimize. The third is that, whenever we optimize the parameters of our favourite IE technique via cross-validation, we generate parameter choices that are optimal for an evaluation measure of dubious standing.
A favourite measure for evaluating IE systems is F 1 [3, 4] , defined as the harmonic mean of the well-known notions of precision (π) and recall (ρ):
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In the IE incarnation of F 1 , the symbols T P , F P , and F N stand for the numbers of true positives, false positives, and false negatives, resulting from a standard binary contingency table computed on the true and predicted "segments", where a segment is taken to be correctly recognized only when its boundaries have been exactly identified. As a result, this evaluation model is sometimes called segmentation F-score [5] . In this paper we argue that the segmentation F-score model has several shortcomings, and propose a new evaluation model that does not suffer from them. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives preliminary definitions. Section 3 discusses the shortcomings of the segmentation F-score model in detail, while Section 4 goes on to present our alternative model. In Section 5 we re-evaluate a number of past experiments from the literature in terms of our proposed model, and show that the two models rank competing systems in a substantively different way. Section 6 concludes by sketching avenues for future work.
A Formal Definition of Information Extraction
Let a text U = {t 1 ≺ s 1 ≺ . . . ≺ s n−1 ≺ t n } consist of a sequence of tokens (typically: word occurrences) t 1 , . . . , t n and separators (typically: sequences of blanks and punctuation symbols) s 1 , . . . , s n−1 , where "≺" means "precedes in the text". We use the term textual unit (or simply t-unit ), with variables u 1 , u 2 , . . ., to denote either a token or a separator. Let C = {c 1 , . . . , c m } be a predefined set of tags (aka labels, or classes), or tagset. Let A = {σ 11 , . . . , σ 1k1 ,. . . , σ m1 , . . . , σ mkm } be an annotation for U , where a segment σ ij for U is a pair (st ij , et ij ) composed of a start token st ij ∈ U and an end token et ij ∈ U such that st ij et ij (" " obviously means "either precedes in the text or coincides with"). Here, the intended semantics is that, given segment σ ij = (st ij , et ij ) ∈ A, all t-units between st ij and et ij , extremes included, are tagged with tag c i 2 . Given a universe of texts U and a universe of segments A, we define information extraction (IE) as the task of estimating an unknown target function Φ : U × C → A, that defines how a text U ∈ U ought to be annotated (according to a tagset C) by an annotation A ∈ A; the resultΦ : U × C → A of this estimation is called a tagger. Our aim in this paper is exactly that of defining precise criteria for measuring how accurate this estimation is 3 . Given a true annotation A = Φ(U, C) = {σ 11 , . . . , σ 1k1 , . . . , σ m1 , . . . , σ mkm } and a predicted annotationÂ =Φ(U, C) = {σ 11 , . . . ,σ 1k1 , . . . ,σ m1 , . . . ,σ mkm }, for any i ∈ {1, . . . , m} we naturally make the general assumption thatk i may differ from k i ; that is, a tagger may in general produce, for a given tag c i , more segments that it should, or less segments than it should.
The notion of IE we have defined allows in principle a given t-unit to be tagged by more than one tag, and might thus be dubbed multi-tag IE. A specific real application, also depending on the tagset considered, might have a multi-tag nature or not. For instance, in the expression "the Ronald Reagan Presidential Library" we might decree the t-units in "Ronald Reagan" to be instances of both the PER ("person") tag and the ORG ("organization") tag; or we might decree them to be only instances of the ORG tag. The aim of the present paper is to propose an evaluation model for IE that is intuitive and plausible irrespectively of whether the applications we are dealing with have a single-tag or a multitag nature. While different IE applications might want to take different stands on the single-tag vs. multi-tag issue, it is important to note that our definition above is general, since single-tag IE is just a special case of multi-tag IE. If the true set of segments is single-tag, it will be the task of the tagger to generate a single-tag prediction, and it will be the task of the evaluation model to penalize a tagger for not doing so. The multi-tag nature of our definition essentially means that, given tagset C = {c 1 , . . . , c m }, we can split our original problem into m independent subproblems of estimating a target function Φ i : U → A i by means of a taggerΦ i : U → A i , for any i ∈ {1, . . . , m}. Likewise, the annotations we will be concerned with from now on will actually be c i -annotations, i.e., sets of c i -segments of the form A i = {σ i1 , . . . , σ iki }.
Problems with the Current Evaluation Model
Our proposal for evaluating IE is based on carefully distinguishing the mathematical measure to be adopted for evaluation from the event space (i.e., universe of objects) to which this measure is applied. From this point of view, we have seen in Section 1 that the standard "segmentation F-score" model of evaluating IE systems assumes F 1 as the evaluation measure and the set of segments (true or predicted) as the event space. However, this particular choice of event space is problematic. One problem is that the choice of segments as the event space makes the notion of a "true negative" too clumsy to be of any real use: a true negative should be a sequence (of any length) of tokens and separators that is neither a true nor a predicted segment, and the number of such sequences in a text of even modest length is combinatorially large, and simply too large to be of any use. While this does not prevent F 1 from being used as a measure, since F 1 is not a function of the number of true negatives (see Equation 1), this would not allow the use of other plausible measures of agreement between true and predicted annotation (such as e.g., Cohen's kappa [6] , ROC analysis [7] , or simple accuracy) that are indeed a function of the number of true negatives. A second problem is that it is not clear how partial overlap should be treated. While a true segment that perfectly coincides with a predicted segment is no doubt a true positive, when should a true segment that partially coincides with a predicted segment be treated as a true positive?
According to the exact match model (currently the most frequently used model; see e.g., [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 5] ) this should never be the case. This seems too harsh a criterion: for instance, given true segment σ="Ronald Reagan Presidential Library" for tag ORG, a tagger that tags as ORG the segmentσ="Reagan Presidential Library" would receive no credit at all for this (σ would generate a false negative andσ would generate a false positive). Even worse, this tagger would receive even less credit than a tagger that predicts no segment overlapping with σ (this would generate a false negative but no false positive). Conversely, the (less frequently used) overlap model [13] returns a true positive whenever the tagger predicts a segmentσ that overlaps even marginally with the true segment σ. This seems too lenient a criterion; in the extreme, a tagger that generates a single segment that covers the entire text U would obtain a perfect score, since every true segment overlaps with the single predicted segment. A more sophisticated variant is what we might call the constrained overlap model [14] , in which only overlaps with at most k 1 spurious tokens and at most k 2 missing tokens are accepted as valid. This model, while less lenient, is problematic because of its dependence on parameters (k 1 and k 2 ), since any choice of actual values for them may be considered arbitrary. Additionally, this model does not adequately reward taggers that identify the boundaries of a segment exactly; for instance, given true segment σ="Ronald Reagan Presidential Library" for tag ORG, and given parameter choices k 1 = 1 and k 2 = 1, a tagger that tags as ORG the segmentσ ="the Ronald Reagan Presidential" is given the same credit as one that instead returnsσ ="Ronald Reagan Presidential Library". Similar drawbacks are presented by the contain model [13] , which is actually a special case of the constrained overlap model in which k 2 = 0, and by variants of these models that have been proposed for the specific needs of biomedical NER [15] . A third problem is that, when F 1 is used as the evaluation measure and the set of segments is used as the event space, it is not clear how to deal with "tag switches", i.e., with cases in which the boundaries of a segment have been recognized (more or less exactly, according to one of the four models above) but the right tag has not (e.g., when a named entity has been correctly recognized as such but it has been incorrectly deemed as one of type PER instead of type ORG). The problems of partial overlap and tag switch may of course nastily interact, just adding to the headache.
The Token and Separator
F M 1
Model
Essentially, the analysis of the existing IE evaluation model(s) that we have carried out in the previous section indicates that a new, improved model should (i) allow in a natural way for the notion of a "true negative", (ii) be sensitive to the degree of overlap between true and predicted segments, and (iii) naturally model "tag switches" and the problems arising from the presence of multiple tags in a given tagset.
The Event Space
The solution we propose is based on using the set of all tokens and separators (i.e., the set of all t-units) as the event space; we dub it the token & separator model (or TS model ). In this solution, desideratum (i) is achieved by having true negatives consist of simple t-units, and not combinations of them; this has the advantage of being a more natural choice, and of bounding the number of true negatives by the number of t-units in the text. Desideratum (ii) is instead achieved by making the analysis more granular, and making a (true or predicted) segment contribute not one but several units to the contingency table, proportionally to its length. As for desideratum (iii), we will discuss how it is achieved later on in this section.
Let us assume for a moment that we stick to F 1 as the evaluation measure and that our tagset contains a single tag c i , and let us look at the example annotated sentence of Table 1 . For this example we have F 1 = 2T P 2T P +F P +F N = 2 * 5 2 * 5+2+1 = .769, as deriving from the presence of 5 true positives (tokens "quick" and "brown" and the separator between them, plus tokens "lazy" and "dog"), 2 false positives (token "fox" and the separator before it) and 1 false negative (the separator between "lazy" and "dog"). The same example would have resulted in F 1 = 0 under the exact match model (since no segment is perfectly recognized) and F 1 = 1 under the overlap model (since all segments are at least partially recognized). The results according to the other two models would obviously depend on the parameter choices for k 1 and k 2 .
The TS model finally makes it clear why, in the definitions of Section 2, we consider separators to be the object of tagging too: the reason is that the IE system should correctly identify segment boundaries. For instance, given the expression "Barack Obama, Hillary Clinton and Joe Biden" the perfect IE system will attribute the PER tag, among others, to the tokens "Barack", "Obama", "Hillary", "Clinton", and to the separators (in this case: blank spaces) between "Barack" and "Obama" and between "Hillary" and "Clinton", but not to the separator ", " between "Obama" and "Hillary". If the IE system does so, this means that it has correctly identified the boundaries of the segments "Barack Obama" and "Hillary Clinton". In the example annotated sentence of Table 1 , the imperfect extraction of the second segment "lazy dog" via the two subsegments "lazy" and "dog" results in two true positives and one false negative; in this case, the system is partially penalized for having failed to recognize that 
"lazy" and "dog" are not two separate segments, and that together they form a unique segment.
By moving from a model of events as segments to a more granular model of events as tokens and separators, this model thus takes in the right account the degree of overlap of true and predicted segments, and does so without resorting to numerical parameters that would require arbitrary decisions for their setting. Furthermore, by taking also separators into account, it correctly distinguishes the case of consecutive but separate segments, from the case of a single long segment consisting of their concatenation.
Note also that, in the TS model, the cardinality of the set of events (i.e., the total of the four figures in the contingency table) is fixed, since it coincides with the length L(U ) = 2n − 1 of text U (where "length" here also takes separators into account). This is in sharp contrast with the usual model in which segments are events, since in the latter model the cardinality of the set of events depends on the prediction (i.e., a predicted annotationÂ that contains many segments will generate sets of events with high cardinality, and vice versa). The result of this move is that different predicted annotations are now compared with reference to the same contingency table, and not to different contingency tables, which is fairly foreign to the tradition of contingency-table-based evaluations.
Let us now discuss desideratum (iii) above by examining the case of a tagset C = {c 1 , . . . , c m } consisting of more than one tag (for the moment being let us still stick to F 1 as the evaluation measure). The TS model is naturally extended to this case by viewing the task of annotating U according to the m tags, as consisting of m essentially independent tasks. As a result, evaluation can be carried out by computing m separate contingency tables for the m individual tags c i ∈ C, and averaging the results across the tags.
Borrowing from the tradition of information retrieval evaluation, we can either adopt microaveraged
is obtained by (i) computing the category-specific values T P i , F P i and F N i , (ii) obtaining T P as the sum of the T P i 's (same for F P and F N), and then (iii) applying Equation (1) . F M 1 is instead obtained by first computing the categoryspecific F 1 values and then averaging them across the c i 's.
It is well-known (see e.g., [16] ) that, for the same annotation, F has instead a more "democratic" character, since it gives the same importance to every tag in the tagset. As a result, it tends to return lower values than the (somehow overoptimistic) ones returned by F μ 1 , and to reward the systems that behave well also on the more infrequent tags. Because of this important property, we propose the adoption of macroaveraging as the default way of averaging results across tags.
A potential criticism of the fact that tagging under tagset C = {c 1 , . . . , c m } is evaluated as consisting of m independent tasks, is that certain tag switches may result in too severe a penalty. For instance, a system that correctly identifies the boundaries of segment "San Diego" but incorrectly tags it as PER instead of LOC is assigned three false negatives (for failing to recognize the LOC character of the segment) and three false positives (for incorrectly deeming the segment an instance of PER). We feel that this is actually not too severe a penalty in the general case in which the two involved tags are not known to be close in meaning. For instance, in an opinion extraction task (see e.g., [17] ), the AGENT tag (that denotes either the source or the target agent of a "private state") and the DIRECT-SUBJECTIVE tag (that denotes either the explicit mention of a private state or a speech event expressing a private state) denote two concepts very distant in meaning, so distant that it seems reasonable to evaluate a tag switch between them as involving both false positives and false negatives. Conversely, in a task such as NER in which the different tags (PER, LOC, ORG, MISC) are close in meaning, the tags may be viewed as subtags of a common supertag ("ENTITY"). If desired, a more lenient evaluation may be performed by also evaluating ENTITY as a tag in its own. At this less granular level, correctly identifying the boundaries of a LOC segment but mistagging it as PER, would only give rise to true positives; this would provide, when desired, a coarser level of analysis that is more lenient towards tag switches between semantically related tags.
The Evaluation Measure
Concerning the evaluation measure to adopt, it is interesting to see that, in combination with the TS model, the problems that had plagued F 1 (and that had prompted "Don't optimize for F 1 !" recommendations -see Footnote 1) disappear, which makes F 1 a plausible evaluation measure for IE. Concerning this, an interesting property of F 1 is that it does not depend on true negatives, which are going to be in very high numbers in many IE applications such as NER; in other words, F 1 is inherently robust to the typical high imbalance between the positive and the negative examples of a tag. A second interesting property of F 1 is that it does not encourage a tagger to either undertag or overtag, since the trivial rejector (i.e., the tagger that does not tag any t-unit) has an F 1 score of 0, and the trivial acceptor (i.e., the tagger that tags all t-units) has an F 1 score equal to the fraction of true tagged t-units, which is usually very low. A third useful property of F 1 is that its more general form (F β = (β 2 +1)πρ
e.g., [3] ) also allows, if needed, a higher penalty to be placed on overtagging than undertagging (this is accomplished by picking a value of β in [0, 1), with lower values placing heavier penalties) or viceversa (β in (1, +∞), with higher values placing heavier penalties). Last, it should be mentioned that learning algorithms for IE that are capable of internally optimizing for F 1 are available (in both the support vector machines camp -see [18] -and the conditional random fields camp -see [5] ), thus making it possible to generate taggers that are accurate at maximizing the two factors that our TS model rewards, i.e., (i) the degree of overlap between true and predicted segments, and (ii) the ability to correctly identify segment boundaries. Given the fact that we advocate using (a) the set of tokens and separators as the set of events, (b) F 1 as the evaluation function, and (c) macroaveraging as the method for averaging results across tags, we will henceforth refer to our proposed model as the token & separator F 
Experiments
In order to provide an indication of the impact that our proposed model may have on a concrete evaluation, we have re-evaluated according to the TS-F M 1 model the submissions to the CoNLL'03 [12] 4 and CoNLL'02 [11] 5 Named Entity Extraction Shared Tasks. The CoNLL'03 NER Shared Task attracted 16 participants, and consisted of two subtasks, one on English and the other on German NER. The CoNLL'02 NER Shared Task attracted instead 12 participants, who competed on both Spanish and Dutch NER. We here deal only with the 2003 English and German data and with the 2002 Spanish data; we could not re-evaluate the 2002 Dutch data since the original files are no longer available due to copyright problems 6 . The 1st row of Table 2 presents the way the 16 participants on 2003 English data are ranked according to the segmentation F-score ("segment-based, exactmatch F μ 1 model", in our terminology) officially adopted in the shared task, while the 2nd row reports the same for the TS-F M 1 model. Although the two rankings are not too dissimilar (e.g., the first 4 positions are the same), there are a few relevant differences. The participant that originally placed 11th in CoNLL'03 is ranked in 5th position by our evaluation model, jumping no less than 6 positions up in the ranking. This indicates that the algorithm of the 11th participant was perhaps suboptimal at producing exact matches (it indeed generated 2.3% fewer exact matches than the 5th participant) but often generated predicted segments closely corresponding to the true segments (e.g., it indeed generated 157.6% more "close matches" -i.e., accurate modulo a single token -than the 5th participant, and totally missed 6.9% fewer segments than the 5th participant). Conversely, our evaluation method demotes by 3 places each the participants that originally placed 5th, 7th and 12th. Several other participants are promoted or demoted is downgraded from 3rd to 10th place (3rd from last!). These potentially very large differences clearly indicate that taking a clear stand between the two models is essential. In order to check the level of correlation of the two models we have also computed (see Table 3 ) the Spearman's rank correlation
between the rankings η and η generated by the two models, where p is the number of ranked participants, and η(Φ k ) denotes the rank position of system Φ k in ranking η. We can see from Table 3 (whose values are obtained by averaging across the R(η , η ) values obtained in the English, German and Spanish tasks) that the rankings produced by the two models are fairly correlated (R = .832) but not highly so, confirming that taking a stand between the two is indeed important.
A potential criticism to using the set of all t-units as the event space (instead of, say, the set of all tokens) is that separators are given the same importance as tokens, which might seem excessive. For instance, the imperfect identification of the true segment "Barack Obama" via the predicted segment "Obama" results in one true positive and not one but two false negatives, which might be deemed too harsh a penalty. A potential solution to this problem consists in weighting tokens and separators differently, since F 1 can handle "weighted events" seamlessly. For instance, if we weigh separators half as much as tokens, a correctly tagged separator will count as "half a true positive"; accordingly, the example annotated sentence of Table 1 would obtain F 1 = 2 * 4.5 2 * 4.5+1.5+0.5 = .818. A similar solution could be adopted if different types of tokens are deemed to have different importance; for instance, heads might be weighted higher than modifiers in some applications, and last names might be weighted higher than first names when extracting person names.
Anyhow, in order to assess whether giving separators the same importance as tokens indeed constitutes a problem, we have re-evaluated the CoNLL'03 and CoNLL'02 results also according to a "token-only" F M 1 model (hereafter dubbed T-F M 1 model ), i.e., a model which differs from our proposed model in that separators are not part of the event space, and are thus not the object of evaluation. The results are reported in the 3rd, 6th and 9th rows of Table 2 . For the English data, we can see that the rankings are fairly similar, with only a few systems swapping places with the system next in the ranking (this happens for the systems placed 6th, 9th, and 14th in the TS-F M 1 ranking). For the German and Spanish data, the rankings are identical to the ones of the TS-F M 1 ranking. As a result, the Spearman's rank correlation R between the two rankings is very high (R = .990). All this indicates that the TS-F M 1 model does not place excessive emphasis on separators, which is good news.
Additionally, we should consider that separators tend to have even more negligible effects in IE tasks characterized by segments longer than the ones to be found in the CoNLL NER tasks. To see this, assume that, given a true segment σ containing n tokens, a taggerΦ correctly recognizes only its subsegment containing the first All in all, given that the difference between the rankings produced by the TS-F M 1 model and by the T-F M 1 model is small, and given that the former offers better theoretical guarantees than its token-only counterpart (since it guarantees that the correct identification of segment boundaries is properly rewarded), we think that the former should be preferred to the latter.
A scorer that evaluates a text annotated in the common IOB2 format according to both the segmentation F-score and the TS-F M 1 model can be downloaded at http://patty.isti.cnr.it/~esuli/IEevaluation/
Conclusion
We have argued that, in order to overcome the shortcomings of the standard "segmentation F-score" evaluation model for IE, the choices of event space and evaluation measure should be considered as two separate issues. For the former, we have proposed using as the event space the set of all tokens and separators. We have shown that this (i) allows a correct appreciation of the degree of overlap between predicted and true segments, (ii) allows a fair evaluation of the ability of a system to correctly identify segment boundaries, (iii) has the consequence that the notion of a "true negative" is clearly defined, and (iv) allows the comparative evaluation of different IE systems to be carried out on the same contingency table. We have also argued that "tag switches" do not pose evaluation problems once different evaluations are carried out independently for different tags and then averaged. As for the evaluation measure, we have argued that, although there is nothing wrong with sticking to the standard F 1 measure, its macroaveraged version (F M 1 ) is somehow more desirable, since it rewards systems that perform well across the entire tagset.
Finally, we should note that the notion of IE we have defined also allows a given t-unit to belong to more than one segment for the same tag c i (we might thus dub this multi-instance IE ). While this situation never occurs in simple applications of IE such as NER, there exist instances of IE in which this is the case. For example, in the tagset for opinion extraction defined in [17] , it does happen that the same t-unit may belong to several segments for the same tag; e.g., in sentence "John wrote me that Mary said I love pizza", the segment "I love pizza" belongs to two overlapping segments of the INSIDE tag. Both the segmentation F-score and the evaluation model we have presented in this paper can only handle the single-instance IE case; we leave the issue of how to best evaluate multi-instance IE to further research.
